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proportions. Based on the mechanism of the PSF effect, the mathematical relation between the 23 coarse proportion and sub-pixel proportions in a local window was deduced. Area-to-point kriging 24 (ATPK) was then proposed to find a solution for the inverse prediction problem of estimating the 25 sub-pixel proportions from the original coarse proportions. The sub-pixel proportions were finally 26 upscaled using an ideal square wave response to produce the enhanced proportions. The 27 effectiveness of the proposed method was demonstrated using two datasets. The proposed method 28 has great potential for wide application since spectral unmixing is an extremely common approach 29 in remote sensing.
Introduction 36 37
Mixed pixels exist unaviodably in remotely sensed images. Mixed pixels cover more than one 38 land cover class such that the observed spectrum is a composite of the individual spectra for the 39 constituent land cover classes (also termed endmembers). Spectral unmixing is the goal of 40 predicting the areal proportions of the land cover classes within mixed pixels and it has been 41 investigated over two decades. It is beyond the scope of this paper to review explicitly the existing 48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65  66  67   68   69  70  71  72  73  74  75  76  77  78  79  80  81 The p mainly b resampl function Radoux of contri pixels (T on the a ibutions from Townshend amount of in hows an ex ntitative eva 1(c) are obv n dark objec bjects (e.g., deal coarse p n different la ions whose r, the width re, the PSF ng.
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Due to the PSF effect, the spectrum of coarse pixel V can be considered as a convolution of the 117 spectra of sub-pixels
in which v S is the spectrum of sub-pixel v, * is the convolution operator and V h is the PSF. The 120 spectrum of sub-pixel v can be characterized as 
Comparing Eqs. (1) and (4), we can conclude 
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In reality, the PSF V h in Eq. (5) is different to the ideal square wave PSF V h  in Eq. (7) (i.e., 
where  is the standard deviation (i.e., the width of the Gaussian PSF) and ( , ) V i j  is the spatial 144 coverage of the local window centered at coarse pixel 
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That is, for each coarse pixel, the final proportion for class k is predicted as the average of ˆ( ) 
Fig Fig. 4(a) . Similarly, the four original coarse proportion 216 images produced by spectral unmixing were simulated using a factor of 8 and a Gaussian PSF (the 217 width of the PSF was set to 2.4 m), as shown Fig. 4(b) . Fig. 5(a) ) and some actual proportions of 1 are inaccurately predicted as a much 223 smaller value (e.g., some of the trees proportions are incorrectly predicted as 0.7, see Fig. 5(a) ). The performance of the proposed method for different PSF width 283  284  285  286  287  288  289  290  291  292  293  294  295  296  297  298  299  300  301  302  303 Fig. 7(b) . class in the Fig. 7(b) , a bution and mage was e Fig. 7(c Fig. 7(c) In our previous research, the PSF effect was considered directly in the post SPM process (Wang 377 and Atkinson, 2017) to produce more accurate sub-pixel resolution land cover maps. Alternatively, 378 this paper aims to produce more accurate coarse proportions. As discussed above, the coarse proportions produced using the proposed method in this paper. 384 The PSF width (i.e., standard deviation of the Gaussian PSF in this paper) determines how 385 greatly the observed pixel signal is affected by its neighboring pixels. It is a crucial factor affecting In this paper, a Gaussian PSF was assumed for convenience in the experimental validation. It 398 should be noted that the PSF may not be the Gaussian filter in reality, especially for sensors with a 399 scanning mirror which will ensure that the shape has a directional component (Tan et al., 2006) . 400 However, this paper aims to find a solution to account for the PSF effect to enhance spectral 401 unmixing predictions. We did not focus on the specific form of the PSF (e.g., specific form of the 402 function and related parameters), as the proposed method is suitable for any PSF. In practice, once 403 the PSF is available, it can be used readily in the proposed ATPK-based method. 404 It is assumed that the endmembers are scale-free and that the same endmembers can be 405 considered for the coarse and fine spatial resolution spectra in Eqs.
(1) and (3). This assumption is 406 more reliable when the landscapes are homogeneous or the intra-class spectra variation is small, 407 such that slight differences exist between the endmembers at different spatial resolutions. However, 
